IMPORTANT CHANGES REGARDING THE 2020 4-H/FFA ACHIEVEMENT AUCTION (6/12/2020)

Dear exhibitors,

Thank you for bearing with us with changes due to Covid-19. We have some changes that we feel will better fit your needs as Achievement Auction participants (registered exhibitors with beef, dairy, meat goat, dairy goat, poultry, rabbit, sheep and swine may create an auction entry). If you will not have an auction entry, please disregard this message.

Each exhibitor will submit photos only – no video, which must include the exhibitor and the market animal(s). Images may be a collage, with a limit of up to 5 photos/collages total. Please be professional and wear your 4-H or FFA shirt.

You may also include a description of what you learned as you developed your project(s). Please include your name, and your parents’ names. Consider mentioning your club/chapter. The description could also include approximate cost of your project(s), such as feed costs, etc. Please limit your narrative to 100 words or less.

Both photos and narratives are due on Tuesday, June 30th. Unfortunately, because of the restricted timeframe we have this year, there are no exceptions to this deadline, so please start early.

This information and photo uploads are part of the Fair Entry process. This information is due on or before Tuesday, June 30 at 11:59 PM.

Fair results will be shared on the auction website. Auction dates are not yet set and will be announced when confirmed. This information will be shared with past buyers soon.

Amended Achievement Auction information posted in the newsletter, with edits from above:

Each livestock exhibitor is limited to one Auction Entry. The entry can include all the following species and is not limited to market animals within these species: Beef, dairy, meat goat, dairy goat, poultry, rabbit, sheep, and swine.

- Each exhibitor will submit 1-5 photos on Fair Entry, which must include the exhibitor and the market animal(s).
  - Please be professional and wear your 4-H or FFA shirt.
  - Images may be a collage.
• Exhibitors must submit images through Fair Entry. Much like ‘Stalling’ is an entry, 'Auction - Virtual Achievement Auction' is a division to register for. These photos will be posted on the online auction website.

• You may also include a **description** of what you learned as you developed your project(s). Please include your name, and your parents’ names. Consider mentioning your club/chapter. The description could also include approximate cost of your project(s), such as feed costs, etc. Please **limit your narrative to 100 words or less**.

This is an achievement auction only. If the exhibitor wishes to take the additional opportunity to sell the animal for harvest it is the responsibility of the exhibitor to contact potential buyers. There will be no load out process this year. Transportation of the animal, locker availability, etc. are the responsibility of the exhibitor and buyer.